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Picture 6.06d

Explain and demonstrate on a doll: Hints to encourage your child to eat more independently:

●● In the beginning, guide her hand to help her learn to feed herself

●● Put a biscuit in her hand, guide it to her mouth, and see what she does with it…you might 
be surprised at how much she manages to feed herself

●● Don’t stop her putting her hand in her food and trying to feed herself

●● Put a wet cloth under the bowl to stop it slipping on the table

●● Try bending the spoon so the food still comes towards her at the right angle

●● Put some padding round the handle to make it easier for her to grip and hold the spoon

BRUSHING TEETH
Ask Why do you think it is especially important to clean the teeth of your child 
with cerebral palsy? 

Explain that a child with cerebral palsy is very much at risk of developing 
problems with her teeth and gums. Discuss in the group and ensure the following 
points are covered:

●● We all use our tongues all day long to clean our teeth, however as your child has difficulty 
moving their tongue, this is not happening.

●● The child who drools a lot does not swallow properly and has an open mouth most of the 
time. This allows germs to collect in the mouth.

●● It is important that your child’s mouth is always as clean as possible to prevent germs going 
down into the lungs if they have swallowing problems.

Therefore:

●● You should clean your child’s teeth carefully after every meal and especially after sugary 
snacks and drinks!

●● Some children with cerebral palsy have very sensitive mouths which can make it difficult 
to clean their teeth well, so extra care is needed.
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Explain 
Some top tips for teeth cleaning: 

●● Make sure that you and your child are in a good position before starting. Pay special 
attention to the position of her head and neck.

●● Rinsing can be very difficult. You may have to bring her body forward so that the water can 
run out.

●● It is easier to use a small bowl for spitting out and rinsing, rather than a fixed basin.

●● Giving firm pressure on the cheeks towards the lips could help the child to spit out.

●● If there is any area with problems like pain or sensitivity, do those first so it can get done 
while your child is still relatively relaxed.

FACE CLEANING
Explain 
 

●● Some children with cerebral palsy need to have their faces cleaned often. This can be 
because of drooling or food spilling out of the mouth when eating.

●● It will help your child to learn to close her lips if cleaning her face is done in such a way that 
it gives her the feeling of a closed mouth. This can also help to teach your child to swallow 
her saliva instead of letting it dribble out.

●● Use firm pressure on the cheeks and lips using a dabbing movement – not wiping.

●● Always dab towards the mouth, as if you are helping to close the lips.

●● Dab from the left and right side of the mouth. Then the chin and lower lip. Then the upper lip.

●● Tell your child to swallow when you are doing this.
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